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My research interests lie in the intersection of theoretical computer science, economics, and game theory.
The main focus of my work has been in algorithmic mechanism design, the theory of algorithm design in
strategic environments. In my earlier research, I studied the performance loss of optimal algorithms in the
presence of incentive and computational constraints in the areas of group-strategyproof cost-sharing [11, 6],
stable marriage [2], and mechanism design without money [10].
In these explorations I have been intrigued by the fact that despite how well several aspects of mechanism
design are understood, theoretically optimal mechanisms are rarely observed in practice. This phenomenon,
the misalignment of predicted and observed behavior, also occurs in the participants of the mechanism.
Recently I have focused on understanding the observed practices and providing theoretical understanding
for their prevalence.
In the following I outline my three main current research directions towards this goal.

Simplicity and approximation
Traditional mechanism design focuses on designing mechanisms (algorithms) that optimize a given objective
subject to incentive constraints. However, theoretically optimal mechanisms rarely manifest in practice.
Instead, we observe simple mechanisms that are intuitive to participants. One of the main contributions of
algorithmic game theory has been the introduction of the theory of approximation to mechanism design: what
is the optimality trade-off of mechanisms that satisfy other important properties like simplicity, determinism,
or robustness?
Myerson [8] characterized the revenue maximizing auction in a single item setting. A surprising corollary
of this result is that the optimal auction is deterministic even if we allow for randomized allocations, and,
if we additionally assume that agents are a priori identical, the widely prevalent second price auction with
anonymous (common) reserve is optimal. These consequences of Myersons result are perhaps the reason why
it is one of the most celebrated results in microeconomics.
However, most real life applications are inherently asymmetric due to public bidding history and a variety
of demographic information available to many auction platforms, e.g. eBay. Yet second price with anonymous
reserve and anonymous posted pricing are by far the most prevalent auctions used in practice.
A natural question is to study the approximation factor of these mechanisms. This was partially resolved
by [5] showing that the approximation factor of second price auction with anonymous reserve lies in [2, 4].
Recently, we provide a tight analysis of the approximation ratio of anonymous pricing to the standard upper
bound benchmark of ex-ante relaxation [1]. This implies tightened upper bounds for the approximation of
optimal auction from four to e ≈ 2.718 for both anonymous posted pricing and second price auction with
anonymous reserve providing the first improvement to this open question in the last half decade. Despite
our efforts, the approximation ratios of anonymous posted pricing and second price auction with anonymous
reserve remain unresolved. In the future, I would like to provide a definite answer to these questions. Some
of our findings already suggest that a direct comparison between the second price auction with anonymous
reserve and the ex-ante relaxation benchmark is a promising approach and the answer is most likely 2,
matching the previous known lower bound.
In the future, I would like to develop similar techniques in order to resolve elusive questions in more
complicated settings in mechanism design. For instance, revenue maximization in multi-dimensional settings
is either poorly understood or inefficient to compute. Consequently, it becomes imperative to study the
approximation ratio of simple auctions. One such example is selling multiple items to a unit-demand bidder.
Even when the values of the buyer for the different items are distributed independently the optimal auction
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may be randomized. Several open problems of approximation arise in this setting, e.g. the approximation
ratio of deterministic mechanisms [3]. I am particularly interested in resolving the approximation ratio of
uniform pricing to the optimal randomized allocation, for which our result [1] together with Chawla et al [3]
imply an upper bound of 2e.
One of the main challenges in our tight analysis of comparing anonymous pricing to the ex-ante relaxation
benchmark is that the worst case approximation ratio is realized in the limiting case where the number of
buyers approaches infinity. Generally, algorithmic mechanism design has many similar unresolved questions
of constant approximation, where the worst case instance is realized in the limit. I believe that the tools
we developed for analyzing the approximation of anonymous posted pricing will be useful in designing a
theoretical framework to tackle the open problems I outlined earlier and other similar questions.

Dynamic environments
Most of the contributions of algorithmic game theory has been in the study of static environments, where
different entities interact in a single-shot game fashion. However, most realistic scenarios involve several
interactions across time. For instance, advertisers bid over and over again for display ads. In such situations,
the assumption that strategic agents behave myopically can be far from the truth. For example, the advertisers are likely to take into account their future pay-offs as well when deciding on their bids. Hence, it becomes
imperative to study algorithmic design in a dynamic setting where incentives take future interactions into
consideration.
One of my current projects in this area studies the problem of repeated sales of a digital good over several
periods. Our goal is to study the revenue of the seller in a perfect Bayesian equilibrium, i.e. if the seller has
no commitment power. Unfortunately, there are several negative results for the single buyer version of this
problem [9, 12, 4] which show that the seller’s revenue can be arbitrarily low. In comparison, a seller with
commitment power can generate the optimal revenue of the static variant of the problem in each period.
The negative implications of the absence of commitment power carry over to the multiple buyer case if the
seller is allowed to use an arbitrary pricing scheme, because then the problem reduces to several independent
single buyer cases.
Obviously this phenomenon does not occur in practice. One possible explanation may be that the seller
cannot choose prices arbitrarily. For example, discriminatory pricing may be considered unethical or, in
some circumstances, illegal. Motivated by this observation we address this problem by restricting the seller
to use anonymous pricing schemes. Our preliminary results show that in several cases this restriction of
the seller’s action space leads to increased revenue compared to the unrestricted case. We are currently
generalizing these results by studying how this revenue difference evolves as the set of buyers increases. Our
goal is to provide approximation guarantees for the revenue compared to a seller with commitment power
as a function of the number of buyers.
Our preliminary result demonstrates that dynamic settings can be far more complicated than their
static counterparts. There are two important phenomena that are highlighted through this project. First,
allowing the mechanism designer to optimize in every single period may harm the overall optimization of the
given objective without commitment power. Secondly, limiting cases, e.g. a single buyer, yielded negative
results that were unrealistic. Our positive results were obtained after increasing the number of buyers.
This suggests that large market assumptions are imperative to developing theories with predictive power
in dynamic environments. In my future research, I would to extend these observations in the analysis of
more complicated dynamic environments, for example, repeated sales with a limited supply of items and the
buyers have to compete.

Behavioral models
One of the major assumptions in game theory is that strategic agents are perfectly rational utility maximizers. However, such behavior is rarely observed in practice. Agent behavior often deviates from theoretical
predictions as the complexity of the mechanism or the environment increases.
In dynamic environments this issue is exacerbated due to the added element of decision making over
time. The standard model employed in economics is geometric discounting. According to this model agent
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behavior is time-consistent, i.e. the agent will remain consistent with their past choices. However, timeinconsistency is clearly inherent to human behavior. A large literature in behavioral economics addresses
this issue through the notion of hyperbolic discounting. The simplest version of this is present bias: when
making a decision a present biased agent overestimates today’s payoff by a multiplicative factor. In a recent
paper, Kleinberg and Oren [7] model the behavior of a present biased agent as traversing a graph in order
to reach from a source to a destination. They study the cost of procrastination: the ratio of the cost of the
path followed by a present-biased agent to the shortest path that connects the source and the destination.
They characterize the cost of procrastination using the underlying properties of the graph.
In a recent paper, we study this problem from a mechanism design perspective: A creditor seeks to design
a contract for a debtor, that seeks to pay-off her debt. We propose a Bayesian version of the aforementioned
behavioral model for the debtor, where her present bias factor is drawn from a distribution in each period.
The creditor has access to this distribution and seeks to exploit the information to maximize revenue. We
solve the optimization problem of the creditor by drawing an interesting connection with pricing theory. In
addition, we propose several regulations on the contract design to reduce the creditor’s exploitative power.
In my future research, I would like to incorporate observations of Behavioral Economics broadly in
mechanism design. There is a large literature that tries to understand the notion of consumer fairness where
consumers react adversely to price discrimination. Studying mechanism design under a behavioral model
of consumer fairness may provide an additional justification for why non-discriminatory mechanisms, like
anonymous posted pricing, are widely prevalent in practice.

Conclusion
Through my research I want to provide a theoretical justification for the simple mechanisms we observe in
practice. Towards this goal, I have studied approximation in mechanism design, analyzed dynamic settings,
and incorporated behavioral assumptions. In addition, these approaches work in synergy towards my main
objective: approximation is necessary to understand mechanisms in dynamic settings and perfectly rational
decision making in a dynamic environment is not only unrealistic it is also what drives several of the negative
results.
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